BUILDING
SITE
PROTECTED

Building sites and properties under refurbishment are
particularly vulnerable to unlawful intrusion, whether it is to
squat, vandalise or steal tools and materials.
The consequential costs can be considerable, both in terms of
delays to the project and financial loss to the scheme promoter/
contractor.

BUILDING SITE SECURITY SOLUTIONS

inView CCTV Tower

inView Verified Video

Monitored Alarms

Our high-spec inView CCTV towers can be
deployed to most environments, whether
or not mains power is available, and viewed
remotely online or via mobile App.

Wire-free & power-independent, interior
and exterior video verified alarm system
with day and night visibility cameras,
providing 24/7 security.

The Clearway Solo Alarm operates
independently of power or telephone lines
and is designed to be left unattended for
long periods of time.

Uniquely, the inView CCTV tower provides
independent video coverage of large areas
via multiple remote, wireless sensors.

When activated, the system sends a video
clip to an alarm operator who will verify if a
response is needed.

Typically, the alarm can be installed, verified
and commissioned to protect your property
within twenty minutes.
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BUILDING SITE SECURITY SOLUTIONS

Manned Guarding

Inspections

Concrete barriers

Uniformed security guards patrolling an
open site provide a highly effective visual
deterrent against would-be intruders plus
the ability to respond immediately in the
event a situation arises.

Regular site inspections allow us to quickly
identify and report all potential risks likely
to arise with a vacant building.

Concrete barriers provide highly effective
perimeter security and vehicle access
management.

Dog units provide additional security. All
guards are uniformed, vetted, trained and
SIA licensed professionals.

Property inspections include
comprehensive checks and photographic
evidence that enable the client to be
made aware of any situation that requires
immediate action.

Barriers are a highly successful way of
preventing unauthorised vehicle access,
reducing the risk of fly tipping and
protecting against illegal occupation of land
and open spaces.

inView mobile CCTV

Steel Security Screens

Keyless Security

The inView mobile CCTV unit is unique to
Clearway. It can be mains powered or fully
self-sufficient and provides multiple fixed
day/night cameras plus a high-spec pan/tilt/
zoom camera fixed to a rapid-rise 6m mast
with full remote-operation.

Pre-fabricated (folded), high security,
heavyweight steel screens are designed to
cover existing windows and openings.

The Clearway keyless door is the only steel
security door in its class to be both Police
and Insurance approved.

Perforated steel sheet may also be used,
hand-cut on-site, to fit awkward or difficult
opening shapes such as recesed arched/
church windows or large sliding doors.

No keys - no hassle; our keyless steel door
allows controlled access via unique codes.

To find out how Clearway can help you:

Call: 0208 049 1893
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